
BUILDING YOUR FAITH

Trust in our abilities and faith that we can live our dream life is
essential for our growth. It pushes us forward to analyze
ourselves constantly, open our minds, put our egos aside,
practice, and learn all the time.

Imagining the future of your dreams will help you build
faith in yourself and improve your present reality by
constantly questioning and changing your beliefs and habits.

If you stay consistent in building faith in yourself, the presence
of empowering thoughts will increase in your mind over time.

You will start feeling the energy of empowerment and a higher
joy that will motivate you to start taking action and doing things
aligned with your empowering thoughts- you will start making
healthier and better choices in your daily life.

I created this worksheet to help you build faith in yourself by
increasing your imagination about your future.

You can print this five pages PDF, pull out your journal, or take
any paper and pen and start answering the following questions.
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Imagine a mentally, emotionally, and physically healthy person.
Describe how does that person behave and look?
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Imagine the most beautiful life story about this person. Think about
the partner, family, relationships, experiences, way of earning
money, hobbies, house, and lifestyle this person has.

Think, imagine and describe the most beautiful life story.
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Now, write down the character traits, habits, priorities, skills, and
everyday choices of this person:
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The person you have just described is your future self, and that
person's life story can be your future life story.

The lifestyle, physical health, strength and flexibility,
relationships, material goods, and every character trait, habit,
and skill that person has- you can have, too. And there is a
lifetime in front of you to build this or an even greater life.

Building your faith is the essence and starting point of personal
transformation. Your next step will be to practice accepting
your current life situation, enjoy simple things, and be
grateful for all that you already have- while you work on
building your new life.
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